
  

Tutorial 2



  

I. The INCAR file



  

II. The POSCAR file



  

III. The KPOINTS file



  

IV. The POTCAR file



  

Output files



  

Output files



  

Documentation

● The VASP manual (http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/vasp/vasp/vasp.html)

Index: http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/vasp/vasp/Index.html

● The VASP wiki (http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/wiki/index.php/Main_page)

INCAR-tags: http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/wiki/index.php/Category:INCAR

http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/vasp/vasp/vasp.html
http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/vasp/vasp/Index.html
http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/wiki/index.php/Main_page
http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/wiki/index.php/Category:INCAR


  

A bit of surface science

Examples:

● Ni(100)
surface relaxation
surface energy
LDOS
surface bandstructure

● Ni(111)
clean surface
CO adsorption
LDOS
workfunction (change)
frequencies

● STM of graphite and graphene



  

Ni(100) surface relaxation (Example: 3_1_Ni100clean_rel)



  

Ni(100) surface relaxation (Example: 3_1_Ni100clean_rel)



  

Ni(100) surface relaxation (Example: 3_1_Ni100clean_rel)



  

Ni(100) surface relaxation (Example: 3_1_Ni100clean_rel)

N.B.: The setup for the calculation of the “bulk” energy, you'll find in the 
3_1_Ni100clean_rel/bulk subdirectory



  

Ni(100) surface relaxation (Example: 3_1_Ni100clean_rel)

Go to “Convergence/Energy”“Update” graph



  

Ni(100) surface relaxation (Example: 3_1_Ni100clean_rel)

Final geometry (from CONTCAR or OUTCAR file):



  

Ni(100) surface relaxation (Example: 3_1_Ni100clean_rel)

Go to “Control” Possibly replicate cells

Select “intial” or “final” positions



  

Ni(100) LDOS (Example: 3_2_Ni100clean_LDOS)

N.B.: We want to use the optimized structure of 3_1_Ni100clean_rel:

Normally this would mean copying the CONTCAR of 3_1_Ni100clean_rel to
POSCAR in the directory where you want to run 3_2_Ni100clean_LDOS.

In this case, however, that has already been taken care of, andthe POSCAR file in
3_2_Ni100clean_LDOS is already the correct one. 



  

Ni(100) LDOS (Example: 3_2_Ni100clean_LDOS)



  

Ni(100) LDOS (Example: 3_2_Ni100clean_LDOS)



  

Ni(100) LDOS (Example: 3_2_Ni100clean_LDOS)

Select “Electronic/local DOS+bands control”

Press “Show” to show structure

Place pointer over 
atom, and press space 
to select/deselect.

The selection should 
appear in the 
Electronic Control 
applet above 

Select orbital character

Select spin channel

Invert y-axis (optional)



  

Ni(100) surface bandstructure (Example: 3_3_Ni100clean_band)

N.B.: You need to copy the CHGCAR file of example 3_2_Ni100clean_LDOS
Into the directory where you want to run 3_3_Ni100clean_band



  

Ni(100) surface bandstructure (Example: 3_3_Ni100clean_band)



  

Ni(100) surface bandstructure (Example: 3_3_Ni100clean_band)



  

Ni(100) surface bandstructure (Example: 3_3_Ni100clean_band)

Place pointer over 
atom, and press space 
to select/deselect.

The selection should 
appear in the 
Electronic Control 
applet above 

Select “Electronic/local DOS+bands control”

Select orbital character

Select “Bands”

Press “Show” to show structure

Choose symbol size

Select spin channel



  

Ni(111) surface relaxation (Example: 3_4_Ni111clean_rel)



  

Ni(111) surface relaxation (Example: 3_4_Ni111clean_rel)



  

Ni(111) surface relaxation (Example: 3_4_Ni111clean_rel)

Geometry and surface energy:

N.B.: The setup for the calculation of the “bulk” energy, you'll find in the 
3_4_Ni111clean_rel/bulk subdirectory



  

CO@Ni(111)  (Example: 3_5_COonNi111_rel)



  

CO@Ni(111)  (Example: 3_5_COonNi111_rel)

Geometry:



  

CO@Ni(111)  (Example: 3_5_COonNi111_rel)



  

Ni(111) with higher cutoff  (Example: 3_6_Ni111clean_400eV)

Run a single point calculation for the Ni(111) clean surface at a higher cutoff (400eV),
(needed to compute the adsorption energy)

N.B.: the setup for the calculation of the “CO” energy you'll find in the
3_5_COonNi111_rel/CO subdirectory.



  

Ni(111) with higher cutoff  (Example: 3_6_Ni111clean_400eV)



  

Ni(111) with higher cutoff  (Example: 3_6_Ni111clean_400eV)

Go to “Electronic/Local potential”

Select “Z - direction”

“Measure” point in graph

Zoom to area
of interest



  

CO@Ni(111) LDOS&workfunction
(Example: 3_7_COonNi111_LDOS)

N.B.: We want to use the optimized structure of 3_5_COonNi111_rel:

Normally this would mean copying the CONTCAR of 3_5_COonNi111_rel to
POSCAR in the directory where you want to run 3_7_COonNi111_LDOS.

In this case, however, that has already been taken care of, andthe POSCAR file in
3_7_COonNi111_LDOS is already the correct one. 



  

CO@Ni(111) LDOS&workfunction
(Example: 3_7_COonNi111_LDOS)

Visualisation: use p4vasp as explained for example 3_2_Ni100clean_LDOS. 



  

CO@Ni(111) LDOS&workfunction
(Example: 3_7_COonNi111_LDOS)

Due to the dipole corrections!

Visualisation: use p4vasp as explained for example 3_6_Ni111clean_400eV.



  

CO@Ni(111) vibrational frequencies
(Example: 3_8_COonNi111_freq)



  

CO@Ni(111) vibrational frequencies
(Example: 3_8_COonNi111_freq)

N.B.: We want to use the optimized structure of 3_5_COonNi111_rel:

Normally this would mean copying the CONTCAR of 3_5_COonNi111_rel to
POSCAR in the directory where you want to run 3_8_COonNi111_freq, and

 specifying  the appropriate degrees-of-freedom.

In this case, however, that has already been taken care of, andthe POSCAR file in
3_8_COonNi111_freq is already the correct one. 



  

CO@Ni(111) vibrational frequencies
(Example: 3_8_COonNi111_freq)



  

CO@Ni(111) vibrational frequencies
(Example: 3_8_COonNi111_freq)



  

STM (Examples: 3_9_Graphite_STM and 3_10_Graphene_STM)

Select “STM”

Chose a plane roughly 1 Å
above the surface atoms

Replicate the unit cell a few
times in both directions

Show the structure as well



  

STM (Examples: 3_9_Graphite_STM and 3_10_Graphene_STM)
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